Key Stage 1 - Forest Academy
Knowledge organiser – Are We Nearly There Yet?

Know how to…
• Discuss events beyond living memory that are significant nationally
•

or globally
Discuss significant historical events in my own locality

The Wright Brothers

Key Vocabulary
flint
inventor
past
present
steam train
timeline
transport
The Wright Flyer

•

•

•

Orville and Wilbur Wright were two brothers, born in
America. Their interest in flight began when their father
bought them a toy helicopter.
They made and sold bicycles but then began to
experiment with creating their own flying machine!
Their first aeroplane, the Wright Flyer, successfully flew
in front of 5 people in 1903.

A hard grey rock.
Someone who is the first to think of or make
something.
Something that happened in the past or was
made in the past/ a long time ago.
Something that is happening now. -’ I am
jumping’
A train that is powered by a steam engine.
A line that shows the time and the order in
which events have happened.
How we move from one place to another.
By air, foot, road, rail, and sea.
The first successful powered aircraft, designed
by the Wright brothers.

The History of Flight

Brandon Train Station (Past)

Brandon Train Station (Present)

•

Royal Visit – Brandon Station in 1945

• Brandon Railway Station was opened on the 30th of July
1845.
• It was a historic moment for Britain as it was the first
time Yarmouth and Norwich were connected to London
through the railway.
• The railway line was extremely important during the
war as they were used to transport gun flints for the
British Army. They were also used to transport rabbit
meat and fur to people living in London.

•

Brandon Railway Station is now part of the
Greater Anglia line.
On the 28th of August 2020 the station’s buildings
received a Grade II listing, which prevented the
demolition of the buildings.

